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MULTI CHANNEL
STRATEGY DIRECTOR
Search Details:
At the time there were not many financial
services organisations within General Insurance
who had operated effectively in the digital space,
in particular within robotics and automation, and
so the talent pool available to take candidates
from for this role, was potentially very limited.
We researched which regulated companies had
won awards or appeared in the news for their
work in the digital space.
We knew that the ideal candidate may have had
digital experience in a regulated environment
(financial services/ utilities/ telecommunications),
and then may also have operated in a different
role specifically in financial services.
We spoke with and advised the client upon
taking the brief that telecommunications might
also be a good ‘hunting ground’ for this
candidate, due to this industry’s achievements in
this space.
Cont'd...

Client: FTSE 100 General Insurance Provider
Role: Multi Channel Strategy Director (Placed
over 7 years ago and is still with the business)
Salary: £120k basic + 60% bonus + car +
corporate benefits
Requirements:
Digital customer journey experience within
financial services
Proven experience of creating large scale
transformation strategies across multiple
channels
Large scale transformation delivery across digital
and voice channels
Reducing customer contact by utilising
automation and robotics
Operational experience across a large customer
contact centre estate (ideally 1000 FTE+)
Excellent stakeholder management skills
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MULTI CHANNEL
STRATEGY DIRECTOR
Search Details continued...

From a much larger longlist of prospects which were often ruled out due to their lack of digital
transformation in a similar sized business, we identified approximately 30 names by searching
extensively, utilising her own network, and our extensive internal company systems.
We spoke to as many individuals on this list as possible, two or three times, in order to really drill
down on their transformation experience, and to assess suitability against the criteria that was
given.
A shortlist of 5 candidate CV’s was formed, and the client interview process started from here.
The successful candidate had managed large scale digital transformation within an award-winning
financial services brand and had achieved all of the criteria that was given to her.
We did not have to compromise or look for transferable skills from any other industry for this
placement, though we had suggested from the outset that we may have to.
Result:
The selected candidate was the ‘hire of the decade’, to quote the words of the Hiring Manager, the
Director of Customer Operations.
At the time of writing this individual is still with the business today almost eight years since they
were placed. The business have been rewarded and recognised multiple times and year on year in
recent years for their developments across digital as well as other projects. They have delivered
uplifts in CX, automations, efficiencies and sales.

